
FreshFry

Best Practices

Start with fresh oil.

Use daily for best results.

Pods cannot make bad oil

good again. Pods maintain

good oil.

One Pod per fryer.

Do not reuse Pods.

Pods are designed for

fryers 35 lb. - 70# of oil

capacity.

Pods do not remove

crumbs, so if you are

currently filtering, keep

filtering for maximum

results. 

Step 1:
At the end of the

shift, place Pod 

into basket and

submerge in hot

fryer oil.

Step 2:
Turn off fryer.

Leave Pod in

overnight to attract

acids, metals and

other impurities.

Step 3:
The next morning,

warm the oil

slightly and drain

Pods.

Step 4:
Dispose (Pods

are safe for

general waste).
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Troubleshooting
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Standard Operating Practices 
for Use of the FreshFry Pod

What if Pods don’t get dropped at the end of a shift?
Continue to use Pods daily. No need to double up.
What if our oil is on day 3 when we receive the Pods?
Always start using the Pods with fresh oil. Finish using current oil and begin using Pods with
the next oil change.
What if the Pod is not dropped while the oil is still hot?
Pods work best when dropped into the warm oil. Simply reheat, turn off the fryer and drop
the Pod.
What if the Pod opens in the deep fryer and granules leak out?
In the unlikely event this occurs, filter the oil to remove any granules that remain in the fryer.
The granules do not present any chemical or biological hazard, but the granules may migrate
into the food affecting quality.
What if the Pod gets accidentally dropped into the fryer instead of in the fryer basket?
Immediately remove the Pod carefully by avoiding contact with the hot oil. Inspect to ensure
there are no areas that have melted due to contact with the heating element and drop into
basket and use as instructed above. If the Pod has damage and granules have leaked, filter
oil before frying, replace with a fresh Pod, and use as instructed above.

Purpose

This SOP is intended to describe proper use of the FreshFry Pod for use in the filtration of
edible deep-frying oil.

Definitions

The Pod is an oil filtration product that is a white envelope filled with black granulated filter
material. The FreshFry Pod is a food processing aid that is in contact with food and meets the
requirements according to 21 CFR 170.39, 101.100(a)(3), 186.125, 177.2260(g)(1)(2), and
182.1745:STAB. 

The Pod is manufactured in a facility that is FSSC 22000 certified.

Responsibility

It is the responsibility of _____________________ to oversee the compliance and proper training
and documentation for use of the FreshFry Pod. 

It is the responsibility of ________________________to use the Pods as instructed.


